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Canvas Rubrics for VE 

Canvas rubrics can be configured in many ways. This guide provides teachers with 
instructions for developing rubrics for Vocational Education (VE) assessments.  

In all VE assessments, each task needs to be completed to a satisfactory standard. VE 
programs will use the competency-based grading scheme only. Canvas has an option to 
create non-scoring rubrics. Canvas rubrics provide options for teachers to: 

• assess for competency in a single rubric

• use rubrics for formative feedback

• remove points from the rubric.
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TIP: Include the Student Assessment Declaration 

At the bottom of the assignment, add in the text with a link to the Assessment 
Declaration page. Including this in online submission replaces the Cover sheet.

RMIT electronic submission of work for assessment 
I declare that in submitting all work for this assessment I have read, understood 
and agree to the content and expectations of the Assessment declaration. 

Non-scoring rubrics in Canvas

Canvas rubrics provide an option to remove point values to create non-scoring rubrics. 

Step 1: Create a Canvas Assignment 

Create a Canvas assignment and populate with all the details required for a VE 
assessment task. Refer to the Assessment task templates on VE Essentials for 
further information. 

Step 2: Set the Points Value for a Non-Scoring Rubric 

Set the Points to 0 
The correct points value for a non-scoring rubric in this model must be set to 0. 

Save the Assignment 
Click the Save button at the bottom of the Assignment page. 

https://www.rmit.edu.au/students/student-essentials/assessment-and-exams/assessment/assessment-declaration
https://www.rmit.edu.au/students/student-essentials/assessment-and-exams/assessment/assessment-declaration
https://www.rmit.edu.au/staff/teaching-supporting-students/ve-essentials
https://www.rmit.edu.au/staff/teaching-supporting-students/ve-essentials
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Step 3:  Add a Non-Scoring Rubric 

Add a rubric 

Once you have created and saved the Assignment, scroll to the bottom of the page and 
click the Add Rubric button. 

Make the rubric non-scoring 

You will be presented with a range of checkbox options. 

From the options select: 

Remove points from rubric and Don’t post Outcomes results to Learning Mastery 
Gradebook Then click Create Rubric. 
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• Add the observable/assessable criteria with two ratings choices "satisfactory or 
Non-satisfactory".

TIP: Non-scoring
 
 rubrics allow for assessing 

Step 4: Edit a Non-Scoring Rubric 

1. Editing the rubric
Use the pencil icons to edit the rubric.

2.Rubric title
Give your rubric an appropriate title, one that will help you easily identify it if you want to 
use it again in another Canvas course.

3.Criteria
Add the rubric criteria.

4.Ratings
Edit the ratings for the assessment task.
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Step 5: Add Criteria and Ratings to Assess Competency 

Add all the observable/assessable criteria with two rating levels: 

Satisfactory or Not-Satisfactory 
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Step 6: View the Non-Scoring Rubric in Speedgrader

Open the Rubric 
In Speedgrader, select the View Rubric button to open the rubric. 
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VE Assessments must be assessed for competency. NOTE:

Step 7: Grade using the Rubric in Speedgrader 

Using the rubric 

Click the appropriate rating box to highlight the required rating. 

You can also provide comments related to each criterion in the far-right column. 
After assessing a student’s work in the rubric, click Save. 

Leaving Additional Feedback 
Leave further feedback comments in written, audio, video format or as an attachment. 
Don’t forget to SUBMIT your comments when you are finished. 
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Tips on Authoring Quality Rubrics: 

Further information and tips for writing qualitative rubrics can be found at this location: 

RMIT Learning Lab: Using rubrics. 

Support Info and Tips on Working with Rubrics in Canvas: 

Speedgrader and Rubrics: RMIT Canvas Essentials. 

Video on building rubrics in Canvas. 

Working with non-scoring rubrics in Canvas in the Canvas guides. 

NOTE : 

TIP: 

VE Assessments must be assessed for competency: 

All Criteria will need to be satisfactory. 

Include the Student Assessment Declaration 

At the bottom of the assignment add in the text wiht a link to the Assessment 
Declaration page. Including this online submissions replaces the Cover sheet.

RMIT electronic submission of work for assessment 
I declare that in submitting all work for this assessment I have read, understood and 
agree to the content and expectations of the Assessment declaration. 

https://emedia.rmit.edu.au/learninglab/content/using-rubrics
https://sites.rmit.edu.au/projectrewire/canvas-essentials-for-sessional-staff/
https://sites.rmit.edu.au/projectrewire/online-training/rubrics/
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-15065-4152938189
https://www.rmit.edu.au/students/student-essentials/assessment-and-exams/assessment/assessment-declaration
https://www.rmit.edu.au/students/student-essentials/assessment-and-exams/assessment/assessment-declaration
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